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Feed your body as well as your brain with this healthy cookbook from the authors of The Brain
Warrior's Way.  •s Way, New York Moments bestselling authors Tana and Daniel Amen share how
to develop mastery over human brain and body to combat disease, depression, and obesity. In
this companion cookbook, not merely will you find greater than a hundred simple, delicious
quality recipes that support the concepts of THE MIND Warrior’• • Purge your pantry of poisons
and processed food items.s Way to heal and optimize the human brain, but you will also figure
out how to:     Teach your kids— Cook with methods that ensure the maximum nutrition and best
taste from each recipe.Pack grab-and-go snacks for healthy eating on the run. Plan holiday meals
which means you don’t need to “Use spices to improve your health in simple, tasty ways. on your
diet to take pleasure from bountiful family dinners on special occasions.• cheat” In The Brain
Warrior’ •• •even the picky eaters and moody teens—how to have fun being a Junior Brain
Warrior.Stock up on inexpensive, whole-food Brain Warrior Fundamentals that you can find at
your local grocery store. An important resource for Brain Warriors who would like to gas their
bodies with foods that boost energy, focus, memory space, and quality of life, this cookbook may
be the ultimate tool for winning the combat in the war for your health.
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From a Personal Trainer I’ve been an individual trainer for 6 years. And it’s approach to health is
different than any various other cookbook I’ve browse.! They’re back to basics. Simply
wholesome, creative yet, simple to make and delicious stuff. They’re easy to prepare. I study
nutrition and ways to adjust diet for individual clients. I love that it’s human brain focused and
so do my clients. Highly recommend.I also like the warrior method of meals. My apologies to the
seller and writer.My two current beloved recipes in the book will be the One-Minute Avocado Egg
Basket and Two Ingredient Nutty Butter Cups. I accidentally clicked about 1 step purchase for
this Kindle book. Avocado and egg for breakfast is the best way to start your day. And being a
Reese’s Peanut Butter Glass enthusiast, Tana’s Nutty Butter Cups really allow me to satisfy that
sweet tooth craving. If you’re looking for a great method to improve your diet with food that
helps the human brain, I highly recommend this book. Far better Amen cookbook Wife loves this
cookbook.Rather than some of the earlier works by the Amens, that one has common products
and ingredients, so it is much more useful and easy to cook with. My favorite cookbook If you're
looking for healthy recipes that truly taste good, understand this cookbook! Suggested. The
dishes in this publication are amazing.. The recipes are well written and easy to check out. It
would be nice to have a photo for every recipe instead of ... We've made three recipes so far.
Prefer the recipe writing of Danielle Walker, who includes a similar philosophy. It will be nice to
get a photo for every recipe instead of therefore many photos of the authors. But it is healthful...
This publication has been very important for me. I trust prior comments that there are So many
full page pictures of Tana Amen (why?) rather than larger print of recipes and photos of all
dishes. I am also disappointed that they only sell and don't offer recipes because of their bars:
Brain on Love and Brain in Love Pubs that Dr. Amen recommends taking daily. Five Stars Love
this book! Originally I put the incorrect review upon this book!! Everything I have tried is
excellent!. So compared to the cost of other diet programs , it really is quite reasonable. Up to
now everything I have tried offers been delicious....mmmmmmm. By not just focusing on my
client’s body goals, Personally i think like I just add another level of value to them by improving
their brain health too. Five Stars Great recipes good fat for brain and body A well come up with
cookbook. This book is beautifully put together, my criticism is that #1 some of the ingredients
are not easily accessible, example is coconut butter. Also the cost of some of the items is
prohibitive, bison is $11.00 a lb. However I have done the majority of the shakes and smoothies
section And I am losing weight.. A remarkable read. I am pleased to have purchased this and will
utilize this book occasionally. Beware! Disappointed! Only use one recipe! So Smart! An excellent
book w/recipes! Dissatisfied! For starters, I love how basic both of them are to make. Lots of
Good Recipes I bought this book within my wife's request. All of the instructions give details that
doesn't work, like "select 'Help for this Purchase'" but there is absolutely no such category.
Furthermore, find the third party seller.. The prosciutto wrapped maple salmon.but just try to
find it on amazon's website! Very discouraged. A few of the recipes are problematic This
cookbook eschews dairy and wheat. I could not actually find customer service. Great recipes.!
Getting militant about how exactly and what we eat and recognize that we are fueling our body
and brain to execute is so necessary to what I do.regular paleo cookbook. I am a regular Amazon
shopper which is my first attempt to cancel an order. There are some ingredients that could be
hard to find. returned Disappointed. I don't personal a Kindle and tried in every method I could
to locate a way to cancel the order. She is usually happy if she just finds a few good recipes and
handy suggestions. This book has gone way beyond all her hopeful targets. OK not great A few
good recipies but I believe it's a waste of mony Awful recipes Most of the recipes is for food I'd
never eat or buy.
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